
 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY FOUR REVISION WORK 

              ENGLISH 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET THIRTEEN 

 Fill in the space with the correct form of the word given in bracket” 

1. Children with good  ______________  make their families proud.  ( behave ) 

2. I prefer  ______________  books to telling stories.  ( read ) 

3. Please, forgive me for  ______________  to you.  ( lie ) 

4. Nankya must pay  ______________  to her helper. ( attend ) 

5. It is godly to help the  ______________.  ( need ) 

6. He always  ______________  with the wife.  ( quarrel ) 

7. She  ______________  a new house last month.  ( build ) 

 

 Rewrite these sentences giving the opposite of the underlined word: 

8. You need to borrow a pencil from Jack. 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

9. Did he misbehave? 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

10. Gregg leaves in the farthest place. 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

***** END*****



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY FOUR REVISION WORK 

              SOCIAL STUDIES 

 
 

Name: ____________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET THIRTEEN 

1. What is an ethnic group? 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

2. Write down any two ethnic groups in Uganda. 

 (a) ________________________ (b) ________________________ 

3. How is a Police Post important to a community? 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

4.   

       Name the main latitude marked O. 

       _________________________________ 

 

5. In which way is a hill important to the communication sector. 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

6. State one way pupils can promote peace at school. 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

7. Mention the title given to the cultural leader of Busoga Kingdom. 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

8. Why should a community have a market? 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

9. State any one title given to a Christian religious leader. 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

10. Give any one title given in a Muslim religious leader. 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

 

***** END*****



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY FOUR REVISION WORK 

              MATHEMATICS 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________

SET THIRTEEN 

1. What is  2  of 24 mangoes? 
       6 

 

 

2. Add:   2   +   1 
   3  3 

 

 

 

3. Find the product of 4 and 1. 
       3     3 

 

 

 

4. Write these fractions in words: 

 (a) 1   -   _________________ 
  3 

 (b) 2   -   _________________ 
  3 

 (c) 7   -   _________________ 
         10 

5. Subtract  5  from  9 
       10          10  

 

 

 

 

 

6. Lubowa ate 3  of a pizza in the  
    9  morning and  2 
             9 
   of it in the afternoon. 

   (a) What is the total fraction eaten  
 altogether? 

 

 

 

   (b) What fraction remained? 

  

 

 

7. Shade these fractions: 

 (a) 3  (b) 2 
  4   3 

 

   

 

8. Write the shaded fraction in  
 words. 

 

 

 __________________________ 

       

***** END***** 



 

           KAMPALA PARENTS’ SCHOOL 2004 
             PRIMARY FOUR REVISION WORK 

              INTEGRATED SCIENCE 

 
 

Name: __________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET THIRTEEN 

1. Name the female reproductive part of a flower? 
 __________________________________________________________ 

2. Give the similarity between the function of endosperm in a maize grain  
 and cotyledon in a bean seed. 

 __________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 

3. Why is transpiration important to plants? 

 __________________________________________________________ 

4. Write down one way by which farmers prevent rusting of garden tools. 

 __________________________________________________________ 

5. What type of weather favours harvesting of crops? 
 __________________________________________________________ 

6. Write 36s in full. ____________________________________________ 

7. How is water useful to plants?  Give one way. 

 __________________________________________________________ 

8. Why is it advisable to keep our fingernails short? 

 __________________________________________________________ 

9. The diagram below shows a maize grain. Use it to answer the questions  
 that follow. 

(a) What type of seed is a maize grain? 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

(b) Name parts marked:   (i)  X - _______________  (ii)  Y -  _________ 

 (c) Use letter w and an arrow to show the part which protects the  

  inside part of the seed.     


